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Inspired by fashion and the outdoors, we develop hybrid corporate 
and work clothes with a focus on design, choice of materials and 
need for freedom of movement. Clothes that adapt to the tasks at 
hand and the people performing them. Our extensive range offers 
something for everyone – whatever their role, work tasks, body 
shape or taste. Today, many disciplines and roles overlap, which 
means that people are often required to do more, deliver faster and 
be more flexible during their working day.

From the office to the field. For sunny mornings and windy nights. 
For today and tomorrow. Texstar – Hybrid Workwear™.

Hybrid 
Workwear™
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Delivery 
– part of 
the service

LOGISTICS

Our garments are available when you want them. We know 
how frustrating it can be when you finally make up your mind, 
only to discover the garment isn’t available. Admittedly, this 
happens with us too on very rare occasions. But in general, what 
you need is always in our warehouse – right now. We have full 
control of our inventory and dispatch deliveries straight from 
our own warehouse, so you can relax and rely on us.

Short lead times for unbeatable logistics.
We want our customers to feel we do our utmost to satisfy their 
needs. One request we get frequently is for efficient logistics. Many 
of our customers choose not to build their own warehouse. Instead, 
they let us handle the whole logistics chain. We stock your products on 
our shelves, ready to dispatch immediately an order arrives. We either 
keep a small number of items in stock with your print or embroidery on 
them, or we customise them with your design as soon as the order is 
placed. This is practical and efficient. 
 
Less transport means lower environmental impact  
Having a large warehouse reduces the need for transport. We 
economise on transport by placing large orders. This means less 
environmental impact. It also gives our customers the security 
of knowing that all our products are readily available and will be 
delivered promptly.
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Do you work indoors, 
outdoors or both?
Whether you spend long hours in an office or work outdoors in a forest, it’s important to be able 
to adapt your clothing for optimal work comfort. When you dress in layers, you create protective 
barriers that allow you to easily regulate your body temperature and adapt to the weather. Choose 
the number of layers based on the working day ahead. Here are a few useful tips:

FROM INSIDE–OUT

Layer 1: Base layer that wicks away moisture
Our Light Weight Underwear (page 100) effectively wicks 
away moisture to promote optimal temperature regulation 
during low- to medium-intensity activity, and is made of quick-
drying fabric to keep you warm and dry. In warmer weather or 
if you work indoors a lot, a technical T-shirt can also be very 
useful. We recommend our T-Shirt Function (page 38) which is 
made of bamboo and has high absorbency. A great base layer 
that keeps you dry all day.

Layer 2: Comfortable mid-layer that retains heat from your body
It’s important to adapt your mid-layer to current weather 
conditions if you work a lot indoors or outdoors. Fleece is a 
popular choice for many. However, it’s important not to use a 
mid-layer that’s too insulating as this traps heat from your body 
against your skin, causing overheating and excessive sweating.
 Find a mid-layer that suits you and your working day. We 
have many options to choose from, and one of our favourites is 
the Fleece Jacket Stretch (page 69). Its unique stretch and high 
breathability makes it flexible and comfortable.

Layer 3: Protection from the Nordic climate
In a constantly changing and often unpredictable climate, a 
comfortable, reliable outer layer is essential. We have several 
versions with different types of lining suitable for different 
seasons. Softshell is a very comfortable material for spring 
and autumn, but in winter a lined jacket may be more suitable. 
Softshell Jacket 3L (page 66) is wind- and water-resistant for 
slightly more challenging weather, and when the temperature 
drops we recommend our Service Winter Jacket (page 80) 
in breathable, waterproof material with taped seams and 
reflectors.

Bonus layer of your own choice
Everyone is different. People’s sensitivity to cold as well as 
temperature variation during the day varies between roles and 
industries. The fourth clothing layer, which is often worn under 
layer 3, is ideal during breaks or in really cold conditions. We 
have many types of vests. Our stylish Hybrid Vest (page 72) is 
one of our best sellers and meets strict environmental criteria. 
In really cold weather, a down jacket like our Winter Down 
Jacket (page 79) can be your best friend.

Shell layer

Warming 
midlayer

Moisture wicking
underwear
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WE DON’T TALK WE CERTIFY.
Sustainability is a widely talked about issue, but its meaning is 
not always clear. Sustainability is often discussed from three 
perspectives: environmental care, ethical production and 
financially sound solutions.
 We aim for sustainability to permeate all aspects of our
business. This requires us to make choices in many areas
including design, production, logistics and recycling. We seek
to balance the three sustainability perspectives so that we
really make a difference.
 We operate in a competitive market and must adapt to 
prevailing conditions – but we can’t use that as an excuse for not 
making changes. Many things can be changed, even though it 
might not be easy. But who says it should be easy?

Safe, secure development
We believe it’s vital to be able to show what you do – and how
you do it. That’s why we’re engaged in a number of initiatives
that ensure we continue developing and improving.
 We believe in using widespread and recognised tools such

as certificates, registrations and tests to show we’re on the
right track. This keeps us developing in the right direction as
a company, and shows you how we operate and strive
for success.

Certificates that promote change
The Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) imposes perhaps
the strictest requirements through the entire production
chain. To obtain GOTS certification, it is necessary to
demonstrate how products are produced in an ecologically
sustainable manner. Texstar is proud to offer GOTS certified
products in its portfolio today.
 Amfori is a global organisation that brings together over
2,000 textile companies. Its mission is to enhance human
prosperity and use natural resources responsibly. Amfori
works with issues that require cooperation in order to make  
a difference, enabling businesses to drive changes together.

WE DON’T TALK, WE CERTIFY.
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WE DON’T TALK WE CERTIFY.
Certificates that provide peace of mind
Our ISO environmental certificate (ISO 14001:2015) is an
important tool for us. It ensures that we never stop striving
to further improve our performance.
 Oeko-Tex is another international organisation that tests
and certifies textile production. It allows consumers to rest
assured that a product meets certain safety requirements
with regard to harmful substances. Texstar products meet
the requirements for Product Class II: items with direct
prolonged or large-area skin contact.
 In addition, the EU REACH Regulation requires all
substances used to be registered, risk assessed and
authorised. Needless to say, we take our responsibility and
provide the information required according to REACH.

A clear direction
Certificates are important. You can read more about them 
on the next page. But we also take a more handson approach, 
instead of trusting individual producers to keep their promises. 

We’re not content with having agents and production offices 
check that our suppliers keep their promises. Instead, we work 
closely with our supplier factories and regularly visit them to 
check that their processes are in order.
 You can’t simply trust your first impressions. It’s important to 
look around and examine everything in detail, speak to the staff 
and hear what they have to say. If there’s a high staff turnover, for 
example, it could be a sign that something isn’t right.
 The dyeing process poses serious health and environmental 
risks. We aim for our partners to use closed systems in which the 
water is treated and reused. Far too many water flows have been 
polluted and will take a long time to recover.
 We only use a third party for unannounced spot checks 
to ensure that production is not outsourced to unknown 
subcontractors.
 Overall, we’re moving in a clear direction: We’re on the way 
towards a really sustainable product range, and this isn’t just 
empty talk – we strive to take a clear step forward every year.

WE DON’T TALK, WE CERTIFY.
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Six important commitments:

CERTIFYING

ISO 14001:2015 environmental certification
Texstar is environmentally certified according to ISO 
ISO14001:2015. This demonstrates our ambition to continuously 
improve and develop our environmental management so that 
everyone in the company works in the same direction. Our 
environmental policy also helps our subcontractors comply with 
our environmental goals. Our ISO certification supports us in 
achieving our continuous environmental improvement goals.

GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard)
GOTS imposes strict requirements throughout the production
chain with regard to both environmental impact and working
conditions in the textile and clothing industries. GOTS supports
organic, sustainable farming without the use of toxic pesticides
and fertilisers, with the vision of achieving ecologically
sustainable production in terms of materials, packaging and
logistics. Read more on global-standard.org.

Amfori – trade with purpose
Amfori BSCI (Business Social Compliance Initiative) brings 
together over 2,000 retailers, importers, brands and associations 
from more than 40 countries. Amfori’s mission is to enable each of 
its members to enhance human prosperity, use natural resources 
responsibly and drive open trade globally.
 These are major challenges that can only be tackled through 
collaboration. Together we can influence and drive positive 
change on a large scale. Read more about this work and Amfori 
BSCI’s 11 Principles on amfori.org.

Amfori BEPI provides control at all stages
The Amfori BEPI platform allows us to monitor the whole 
production chain from a sustainability perspective, and offers
a tool for promoting sustainability right down to factory level.
By focusing on the most important areas and locations in our
sustainability efforts, we support the global goals of the Paris
Agreement and UN Climate Goal 12: Responsible consumption
and production. Read more on amfori.org.

REACH limits diffusion of hazardous chemicals
REACH is a European Union regulation aimed at reducing the
diffusion of hazardous chemicals. REACH requires all old and
new chemicals on the market to be registered, evaluated and
authorised. This means that Texstar is required to:
• register the chemicals we manufacture or import
• prepare and supply a safety data sheet or equivalent 
 information to the recipients of the chemicals
• ascertain whether a permit is required for the chemical 
 in question 
• if we want to continue using or releasing a chemical in a 
 market where a permit is required, we must apply for a permit
• keep abreast with any limitations that apply to the chemical 
 or mixtures containing it.
You can read more about REACH on the website of the Swedish 
Chemicals Agency (Kemikalieinspektionen), www.kemi.se.

Oeko-Tex Standard 100
Clothing production is a global process in which the various 
stages of production – from raw materials to finished products  
– are often located in different parts of the world. Oeko-Tex is 
an international organisation where textile products are tested 
and certified through all stages of production by independent 
international institutes. The Oeko-Tex criteria catalogue is 
aimed at creating a collective vision regarding potentially 
harmful substances.
 Oeko-Tex provides companies in the textile and clothing 
industry with a set of common assessment standards, while
giving end consumers the benefit of tested safety, for instance
in the form of skin-friendly clothing.
 The requirements of the standard vary according to the
intended use of the end product, and are divided into four
product classes. Texstar products meet all the requirements
in Product Class II regarding the materials and components
used. This gives you assurance that Texstar clothing is safe to
wear against your skin. Read more about Oeko-Tex on
www.oeko-tex.com.

STICA
STICA (The Swedish Textile Initiative for Climate Action) 
works to support companies in the textiles industry to pursue 
the goal of the Paris Agreement to limit the increase in global 
temperature by reducing greenhouse gas emissions (GHG).

 

Cert no. 2188  Giltigt t o m 2019-07-31 www.qvalify.se 

 
 
 

CERTIFIKAT 
Härmed intygas att 

Texstar AB 
556455-1900 

Norrtälje 
 

har ett ledningssystem som uppfyller kraven enligt 
 

ISO 9001:2015 
ISO 14001:2015 

 

avseende 
 

Design, produktutveckling, lagerhållning och försäljning av 
lätta arbetskläder och profilkläder. 

 
Certifikatet är giltigt förutsatt att Qvalify AB:s certifieringsbestämmelser följs. 

 

Jönköping 2016-07-07 
 
 

Per-Olof Winberg 
På uppdrag av Qvalify AB 
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Six important commitments:
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TS20 / WT20

T-SHIRT FUNCTION

  319 SEK
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Shop Texstar 
directly in your 
own webshop

While our website texstar.se is our face 
to the world, the well-oiled machinery 
behind the scenes is what creates the real 
benefits in coordinating your purchases 
with us.

A flexible and customisable solution
More and more companies are seeking
solutions that can easily be integrated
into their business. Our online shop can 
be tailored to a company’s corporate 
image, product range and preferred 
service level – which may include aspects 
such as availability, delivery times and 
giving Texstar responsibility for the entire 
stock management function.

From order to delivery
How it works. A company’s online shop 
can be located on a separate website 
or integrated into its intranet. The 
company’s authorised orderer logs in and 
orders the goods required. The orderer 
can immediately see the stock balance, 
delivery times, etc.
 Most of the items are already tailored 
to the company, but you can add print
and embroidery to certain items for 

individual events. This is done on the 
MyLogo page – a convenient service
that is easy for the orderer to use.

Full control and efficient logistics
After that, Texstar takes over the process 
and picks the articles from the company’s 
shelves at our warehouse. The logos and 
applications are already tailored for your 
company, but can be further customised, 
e.g. for individual campaigns. Everything 
is packed and transported directly to the 
agreed location, giving you full control of
deliveries and all costs.

Texstar supplies an integrated range
Texstar strives to continuously develop 
and improve. Our collection is designed to 
meet most needs in an organisation, with 
a range of clothing that suits everybody.
 The products are delivered ready-
packed and complete with logos, while
a well-oiled distribution system allows us 
to offer just-in-time delivery on request.
 We are proud of our ISO 9001:2015 
quality certification, which attests to our 
continuous efforts to develop and improve 
in cooperation with our customers.

It should be easy to be a Texstar customer. We are setting up an online shop in partnership with one of 
our resellers. You get access to the whole Texstar range and we take responsibility for delivering products 
according to your requirements – complete with logos and applications in accordance with your manual.
 In our large warehouse, most items are continuously available for quick next-day delivery.
Simple, flexible and accessible.

It’s incredibly easy 
to integrate Texstar’s 
online shop, with logos 
correctly attached and 
full control of costs and
deliveries. And the 
interface looks great too!

”

15
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T
eamwork is central to Texstar’s 
collaboration with the CE Dealer 
Team. The CE Dealer Team 
has carefully chosen clothes 

from our broad collection – a collection 
designed to meet high demands in active 
and dynamic environments such as 
motorsport. Each of Texstar’s garments is 
designed to meet the team’s high energy 
levels and provide comfort and durability 
under highly intense conditions. 
 
Our collaboration with the CE Dealer 
Team proves that our clothing is not 
only to do with individual performance, 
but also building teamwork. Seeing our 
clothes worn by the team members, 
from mechanics to drivers, underlines 
the common ambition and joint effort 
required to excel in motorsport. 

Texstar is proud to be part of the CE 
Dealer Team’s daily activity. The fact 
that our clothes are selected for their 
versatility and sustainability attests to 
the team’s trust and confidence in our 
products. This partnership illustrates  
how, together, we can achieve a  
successful symbiosis of function,  
comfort and team spirit. 
 
We at Texstar look forward to continuing 
to support the CE Dealer Team and other 
teams in their quest for excellence. We 
want our clothes to contribute to every 
team’s success while reflecting our core 
values – innovation, sustainability and 
shared experiences.

It fills me with 
pride to see how our 
clothes contribute to 
success – both on the 
race track and for a more 
sustainable future.

”

COLLABORATION

Teamwork for 
sustainable success

Mats Ågren, CEO Texstar
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The CE Dealer Team is an initiative by Volvo Construction 
Equipment which involves developing and competing with 
100% electric PWR RX1e race cars. They compete in the 
FIA World Rallycross Championship, one of six official world 
championships in motorsport alongside Formula 1 and World 
Rally Championship. The team won a prestigious silver medal 
in the World Rallycross Championship 2023.

D R I V E R S

Klara Andersson
The first woman to compete for a full season 
in the World Rallycross Championship and a 
member of the Swedish Junior Team.

Niclas Grönholm
Bronze winner in the World Rallycross 
Championship 2023, where he established 
himself as one of the top drivers.
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What the 
symbols mean:

WATER COLUMN

The degree to which your clothing needs to be waterproof depends on what your typical day is 

like and what work tasks you perform. The water column indicates how waterproof a garment 

is and the point at which water starts penetrating it. If you are in an environment with a lot of 

water and snow, a high water column is probably the best choice. However, if you are very active, 

garments with a lower water column might be preferable as they are usually more breathable.

BREATHABILITY

Materials that breath and allow sweat and water vapour to be wicked away from the body. 

This is particularly important if you are active during the day. Breathability is measured as 

the number of grams of moisture that a square metre of fabric lets through in 24 hours. 

CLASSIFICATION

All garments certified according to EN ISO 20471 are divided into three safety 

classes: 1–3. Different safety classes can be achieved through a combination of 

different garments. This is known as combined certification. A garment’s safety 

class depends on the size of the retroreflective and fluorescent areas.

1

INFO

QR CODE

To make things easier, we have included handy  

QR codes in the catalogue that take you straight  

to more information about a product, a category  

or a report. This provides quick access to  

information about choice of materials, sizes  

and important functions.

18
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HYBRID
WORKWEAR
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WORKWEAR
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Trousers
How many times do you bend down during your working day? 
Many people use a pedometer to count the number of steps they 
take. We’re less aware of how many times we bend down and stand 
up, even though certain jobs involve bending or crawling around 
hundreds of times a day. With their comfortable stretch,Texstar 
trousers make bending down easy. And your trousers will keep 
their shape even after countless bends and stretches.

22
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At Texstar we know that every working 
day is unique. That’s why our trousers 
offer everything from practical extra 
pockets to facilitate your daily work to 
pared-back styles for occasions that 
call for simplicity. Whether you need 
functional details or something more 
minimalist, our range is designed to suit 
your needs.

Texstar’s range spans from lightweight 
materials for straightforward work 
tasks to advanced 4-way stretch fabrics, 
all carefully selected with a focus on 
sustainability and function. We also 
use recycled materials and support 
environmental initiatives such as STICA, 
to promote a sustainable textiles industry 
and a greener future.

Fit means more than just how a pair of 
trousers fits immediately after putting 
them on. Whether your job is physically 
dynamic or sedentary, you need trousers 
that hold their shape all day long. Many of 
our trousers are sized in inches, making it 
easier to find the perfect size and fit.

24

Trousers for 
everyone

FUNCTION FITMATERIAL

Texstar has a wide range of trousers tailored to different needs. For some people, extra details are of the 
essence, while for others a simple, minimalist design is key. Our range includes everything from more basic 
styles to technical garments for demanding work conditions. We always aim to use the most innovative 
and sustainable materials to achieve the best fit on the market.
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The basic trousers in our range are ideal for people who work 
in sectors such as service and staffing. They have a simple but 
functional design, and are perfect if you need basic, practical 
trousers without extra details to get in the way. They provide 
comfort and ease of movement without compromising on 
quality, and are perfect for jobs that require a minimalist, 
professional look.

25

1
FP46 / WP46 

SERVICE PANTS
 

FS20 
SERVICE SHORTS

The trousers at the next level in our range are slightly 
more advanced, with a focus on function. They are often 
made from better material and have more functional 
details, such as extra pockets and reinforcement at key 
points. These trousers are ideal for jobs requiring greater 
freedom of movement and functionality, such as in 
installation and light industry.

2
FP38 / WP38 

DUTY STRETCH  
PANTS

  

FS12 
DUTY STRETCH  

SHORTS
  

At the top level of Texstar’s range are our premium styles. 
These trousers are designed with a focus on material and 
stretch, resulting in superior comfort and ease of movement. 
Many of these garments include recycled materials, an 
important element in our sustainability work. They are ideal 
for jobs requiring maximum flexibility and sustainability, and 
for people who want the very best in design and function.

3
FP34 

DRESS PANTS STRETCH
FP49 / WP49 

SERVICE PANTS
   

Designed with 
a focus on users

Example
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FP38 / WP38

DUTY STRETCH PANTS

 W28–W46, L30–L36   

 W25–W36, L30–L36

Popular trousers for service staff with knee pockets 

for added protection and a pocket on the right 

for delivery documents with an integrated ruler 

compartment. The trousers have a flattering cut 

with narrow legs for a fashionable look.

35% cotton, 63% polyester, 2% spandex, 250 GSM.

 Q-nr 282

  

26
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FP33 / WP33

STRETCH PANTS

 W25–W46, L30–L36

 W25–W36, L30–L34

These trousers with 100% stretch are ideal for 

people whose jobs require extra ease of move-

ment. One back pocket, two zipped side pockets, 

pre-shaped knees. Elasticated adjustable waist.

88% nylon, 12% spandex.

 Q-nr 256

  WP33 only black

FP37 / WP37

FUNCTIONAL STRETCH PANTS

 W28–W46, L30–L36    
 W25–W36, L30–L34

Trendy, hardwearing trousers for service staff 

with flexible 4-way stretch over back, front, seat 

and crotch.

35% cotton, 63% polyester, 2% spandex,  

250 GSM.

 Q-nr 282

  

FP46 / WP46

SERVICE PANTS

 C44–62, D84–128    
 C32–46

All the details such as buttons and zips are covered 

to prevent the risk of scratching delicate surfaces. 

Washable at 85°C.

65% polyester, 35% cotton, Oeko-Tex Standard 

100, 245 GSM. Wash 85°.

 Q-nr 227

 

85

FP20 / WP20

DUTY POCKET PANTS

 W28–W44, L30–L36    
 W25–W36, L30–L34

Comfortable, popular canvas trousers with a great 

fit, many practical pockets and knee pad pockets.

65% polyester, 35% cotton, 280 GSM.

 Q-nr 177

  

FP25 / WP25

SERVICE STRETCH PANTS

 W28–W46, L30–L36    
 W25–W36, L30–L34

These popular trousers are made of our hard-

wearing WX2 fabric, which is woven out of waxed 

threads. The trousers have built-in stretch 

WX2 wax nish fabric 65% polyester, 35% cotton 

with stretch details, 215 GSM.

 Q-nr 220

  End-of-line product

VP03

SECURITY TROUSERS

 W26–W50, L30–L36 

Security/dog handler trousers, in hardwearing 

material with a fashionable fit. The trousers have 

anti-slip tape inside the waistband and several prac-

tical pockets. Reinforced legs with internal pockets 

for knee pads and 27 cm zips at bottom of legs.

Canvas – 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 270 GSM.

 Q-nr 177

 

NEW!
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NEW

Modern service trousers
in recycled material

FP49/WP49

28
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FP49 / WP49

SERVICE PANTS

 W28–W46, L30–L36   
 W25–W36, L30–L34

Our new trousers for service staff in recycled 

polyester with comfortable stretch. Many practical 

front and back pockets. Thigh pocket for items you 

need to keep handy.

33% cotton, 22% BCI cotton, 42% recycled 

polyester, 3% polyurethane, 250 GSM.

 Q-nr 290

    

29

Two back pockets, double belt loops on 
hips for added comfort

Two side pockets, with a phone pocket on 
the right

Scratch-resistant

Stretch panels at the knees, crotch and seat

Sized in inches

OEKO-TEX 100

Recycled polyester

Available in three colours
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FP51 / WP51

SERVICE PANTS 4-ST

 W28–W46, L30–L36   
 W25–W36, L30–L34

Lightweight work trousers that you simply must 

try. Strong 4-way stretch material, smart pockets 

and discreet reflectors. Made of recycled polyester, 

with practical adjustment system at bottom of legs.

92% recycled polyamid, 8% spandex Dobby.

 Q-nr 391

  

NEW

30
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FP43 / WP43

TECH STRETCH PANTS

 W28–W46, L30–L36    
 W25–W36, L30–L34

Stylish, scratch-resistant trousers with a slightly 

slimmer fit and comfortable stretch over the knees 

and seat. Two zipped thigh pockets and a pen 

pocket. The right side pocket has a zip.

Ripstop: 60 % cotton, 40 % polyester, 210 GSM.

 Q-nr 334

   

NEW

FP31 / WP31

LIGHT SERVICE PANTS 

 W28–W46, L30–L36  

 W25–W36, L30–L34

The ultimate trousers for service staff whose jobs 

require high mobility. Supremely comfortable, light 

and flexible. Stretch at the waist.

100% nylon Taslan, wicking treatment, 160 GSM.

 Q-nr 237

  End-of-line product

FP36 / WP36

CHINOS PANTS

 W28–W46, L30–L36   
 W25–W36, L30–L34

Stylish trousers, ideal when you want a  

well-dressed look. Fashionable and very  

comfortable fit.

77% cotton, 21% polyester, 2% spandex, twill with 

light peach 250 GSM.

 Q-nr 268

 L36 in stock in May

FP34 / WP34

DRESS PANTS STRETCH

 W25–W46, L30–L36

 W25–W36, L30–L34

New comfortable, stylish trousers with 100% 

stretch. Perfect for both work and leisure. Hard-

wearing, smart trousers with a focus on comfort, 

ideal when you need extra freedom of movement. 

These stylish trousers have two back pockets, two 

side pockets and a gusseted crotch for increased 

ease of movement. Elasticated adjustable waist.

56% nylon, 32% recycled nylon, 12% spandex.

 Q-nr 400
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FP17 / FPW1

FUNCTIONAL DUTY PANTS

 W28–W46, L30–L36    
 W25–W36, L30–L34

Fashionable technical trousers with great fit and 

many practical pockets, including a zipped thigh 

pocket, mobile phone pocket and pen pocket.

65% polyester, 35% cotton, 280 GSM.

 Q-nr 177

  End-of-line product

FP27 / WP27

POCKET SERVICE PANTS

 C44–62, C146–156, D84–128    
 C32–46

The buttons are concealed to avoid scratching 

delicate surfaces, such as car paintwork. The 

trousers also have foldaway detachable pouches.

65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 GSM.

 Q-nr 227

 End-of-line product

85

Why choose 4-way stretch, 
and when is it suitable?
If you’ve been familiar with Texstar’s product range 
for a while, you’re sure to have noticed that we 
love stretch material. 4-way stretch is becoming 
increasingly common, but what exactly is it?
 Whatever type of garment you’re looking for, 
we’re likely to have a few styles in 4-way stretch. The 
amount of stretch material used in a garment varies.  
A garment might either have just a few stretch details 
or large stretch panels, while some garments are 
entirely made of stretch material.
 4-way stretch means the material can stretch in 
all directions. This provides increased comfort and 
ease of movement, and also gives us greater scope for 
designing garments with an optimal fit, however much 

you need to move around at work.
 Regardless of a garment’s function and area of 
application, the possibility and need for using stretch 
material can vary. For example, trousers subjected to 
tough wear might need to have large panels of thick, 
material that doesn’t stretch. In such cases, it can still 
be very useful have 4-way stretch on the parts of the 
garment that require high mobility, such as the crotch 
area and knees.
 If you have high requirements for function and 
mobility, choose trousers made entirely from 4-way 
stretch material. They provide maximum comfort and 
you’ll never feel restricted when doing your work or 
running to catch a bus.

EXPLANATION

FP35 / WP35

SERVICE POCKET PANTS 

 W28–W46, L30–L36  

 W25–W36, L30–L34

Trendy, lightweight service pants for people who 

want that little extra besides function, comfort and 

flexibility.

65% polyester, 35% cotton - no wax treatment, 

stretch on seat. 210 GSM.

 Q-nr 221
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FS12

DUTY STRETCH SHORTS

 W26–W46

Shorts with comfortable, flexible 4-way stretch and 

practical details including zipped thigh pockets, 

a smaller flapped pocket, a pocket on the right 

for delivery documents with an integrated ruler 

compartment and a D-ring.

35% cotton, 63% polyester, 2% spandex, 250 GSM.

 Q-nr 282
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FS11

FUNCTIONAL LIGHT 

SHORTS

 W26–W46

Shorts in lightweight material. Double thigh pock-

ets, a pocket for delivery documents, an integrated 

ruler compartment and a zipped thigh pocket.

65% polyester, 35% cotton, 210 GSM.

 Q-nr 221

FSW8

FUNCTIONAL DUTY 

SHORTS

 W25–W40

Our fashionable women’s shorts in comfortable, 

light, cool fabric. This garment has an attractive 

women’s cut.

65% polyester, 35% cotton, 210 GSM.

 Q-nr 221

FS18

DUTY STRETCH 

PIRATE SHORTS

 W26–W44

Cropped pants with comfortable 4-way stretch. 

Thinner stretch material at front, back and inside 

thighs for optimal comfort. Concealed pockets for 

inserting AK01 knee pads, several practical pockets.

35% cotton, 63% polyester, 2% spandex, 250 GSM.

 Q-nr 282

 

NEW

FS20

SERVICE SHORTS

 44–62

Practical shorts for service staff, ideal for people 

who are active at work. All buttons and zips on the 

shorts are covered to prevent the risk of scratching.

65% polyester/35% cotton, 245 GSM.

 Q-nr 22785

FS33

STRETCH SHORTS

 W25–W46

The new ultimate service shorts in partially recycled 

100% stretch fabric. Hardwearing and with a focus 

on comfort, ideal when you need extra freedom 

of movement. One back pocket, two zipped side 

pockets and adjustable waist.

56% nylon, 32% recycled nylon, 12% spandex

 Q-nr 40085
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FS10

FUNCTIONAL LIGHT  

3/4 PANTS

 W26–W46

Cropped lightweight trousers. Double thigh 

pockets, a pocket for delivery documents with an 

integrated ruler compartment and a zipped pocket.

65% polyester, 35% cotton, 210 GSM.

 Q-nr 221

FS06

FUNCTIONAL DUTY 3/4 PANTS

 W26–W42

Trendy cropped trousers, ideal for the summer. A 

cropped version of our Functional Duty Pants, but 

without knee pockets. Available in three colours.

65% polyester, 35% cotton, 280 GSM.

 Q-nr 177

  End-of-line product

WP18

WOMEN’S STRETCH SKIRT

 XS–XL

Stylish, well-fitting, knee-length A-line skirt with 

comfortable stretch. Side pockets, pen pocket on 

right side.

88% polyamide, 12% spandex, 190 GSM.

 Q-nr 256

  

Take good care of your knees. 
You only have one pair.
Our work trousers are designed for use in many different roles 
and sectors. This means they have to be suitable for a variety 
of tasks and positions without compromising on design, 
comfort or ease of movement.

Our knee pads fit all our trousers with integrated knee pad 
pockets. They are made of thin, lightweight material and 
designed to fit into a flexible working day and promote a 
correct knee position.

Read more about our AK01 knee pads on page 98.  
Your knees will thank you.

SAFETY
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T-shirt + Pique
Some jobs are tougher than others. Like driving a truck that
can lift over 2 tonnes vertically to a height of more than 6 metres.
This involves enormous force and leaves no margin for error.
Although Texstar’s clothing can’t promise to eliminate errors,
we can make sure your team members look well coordinated
in matching colours – whatever job they do. For instance, our
T-shirts and pique shirts have become everyday personal
favourites among staff members’. Many even wear them outside
work because they look great and feel comfortable.
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TS19 / WT19

STRETCH CREW T-SHIRT

 S–5XL   XS–XXL

A wonderfully soft, comfortable T-shirt certified 

according to Oeko-Tex Standard 100. Trendy wide 

neck ribbing, lightly fitted with 5% stretch.

95% cotton, 5% spandex, 180 GSM.

 Q-nr 146

   

TS20 / WT20

T-SHIRT FUNCTION

 XS–5XL   XS–3XL

Our incredibly comfortable technical T-shirt has 

reflective detailing on the sleeve hems and con-

tains bamboo fibres for a luxuriously soft touch.

66% polyester, 29% bamboo fibre, 5% Spandex 

(40°C) 175 GSM.

 Q-nr 293

   

TS13

CREW T-SHIRT

 XXS–7XL 

Comfortable 100% ring-spun brushed cotton. We 

are proud that our T-shirts are environmentally 

certified according to Oeko-Tex Standard 100.

100% ring-spun brushed cotton, approx. 160 g, 

material Oeko-Tex Standard 100. Grey model, color 

9500, is in 50 % cotton and 50 % polyester.

 Q-nr 136

     

TS17 / WT17

STRETCH T-SHIRT 

LONG SLEEVE

 S–5XL   XS–XXL

A comfortable long-sleeved T-shirt with 5% 

stretch. The T-shirt has an attractive fit thanks to 

its cut and light stretch. 180 GSM fabric weight. 

95% cotton, 5% spandex, 180 GSM.

 Q-nr 146

   

WT24

WOMENS CREW T-SHIRT

 XS-3XL

Stylish women’s T-shirt with a slightly wider, 

straighter fit. The T-shirt has a slightly lower 

neckline and is made of 100% brushed cotton.

100% combed cotton, 160 GSM.

 Q-nr 136

      

NEW BREATHINGBAMBOO
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TS18 / WT18

BASIC T-SHIRT

 S–5XL   XS–XXL

Stylish T-shirt with a trendy cut and comfortable 

fit, 100% brushed cotton, 160 GSM, 

environmentally certified according to Oeko-Tex 

Standard 100.

100% cotton, 160 GSM.

 Q-nr 147
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TS21 / WT21

ECO FUSION T-SHIRT

 XS–5XL   XS–3XL

A lot of hard work went into developing our new 

T-shirt in 100% organic cotton fibre. GOTS certified 

and available in attractive women’s and men’s cuts – 

what more could you want?

100% GOTS certified organic cotton fibre, 

160 GSM.

 Q-nr 343

   TEXSTAR 
SUSTAINABLE 
GARMENT™
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PS07 / PSW7

STRETCH PIQUE SHIRT

 S–4XL   XS–XXL

Pique shirt with three buttons and contrasting 

colours on side panels, shoulders and sleeve ends. 

With 5% stretch to ensure a perfect fit.

95% cotton, 5% spandex, 250 GSM.

 Q-nr 150

     

PS11 / PW11

STRETCH PIQUE SHIRT

 S–4XL   XS–XXL

Pique shirt with 5% stretch to ensure a perfect fit, 

even if you move around a lot. Attractive white 

buttons. Special elastic tape at neck.

95% cotton, 5% spandex, 250 GSM.

 Q-nr 150

    

PS20 / PW20

PIQUE FUNCTION

 XS–5XL   XS–XXL

A soft technical pique shirt containing bamboo 

fibres. Modern design and natural bamboo fibres 

keep the garment fresh for longer.

66% polyester, 29% bamboo fibre, 5% Spandex 

(40°C) 175 GSM.

 Q-nr 293

  

Texstar 
Sustainable  
Garment™

Texstar Sustainable Garment is Texstar’s new range of sustainable clothing. All the garments 
are GOTS certified. The GOTS standard imposes strict requirements throughout the 
production chain with regard to both environmental impact and factory working conditions. 
 GOTS supports organic, sustainable farming without the use of toxic pesticides and 
fertilisers, with the vision of achieving ecologically sustainable production. Among other 
things, this means only using sustainably farmed organic cotton. At present, only 1% of the 
world’s cotton production is organic, and the industrial farming process uses vast amounts of 
water to produce just one T-shirt.
 Texstar is working on making its entire range as environmentally sustainable as possible. 
There’s still a long way to go, but we’re doing our best. This places high demands on us 
as producers to offer sustainable options, and on consumers to demand products that 
contribute to a better world.
 Welcome to the future – welcome to Texstar Sustainable Garment.

INFO

BREATHINGBAMBOO
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PSW6

SH COOL PIQUE SHIRT

 XS–XXL

Made of cool, soft, high-performance fabric that 

keeps you dry, and ideal for most types of work. 

100% polyester, SH COOL, approx. 195 GSM.

 Q-nr 269

     End-of-line product

PS05 / PSW5

PIQUE SHIRT

 S–3XL   XS–XXL

Experience the difference! Made of exclusive, 

thick cotton and exudes quality. Comfortable and 

breathable with many attractive details.

100% cotton, approx. 280 GSM.

 Q-nr 235

    

PS03 / PSW3

PIQUE SHIRT

 S–3XL   XS–XXL

A classic pique shirt of top quality with distinctive 

details. The shirt has a stylish wide spread collar 

that holds its shape. Made of 100% cotton. 

100% brushed cotton. Approx. 220 GSM.

 Q-nr 203

    

PS21 / PW21

ECO FUSION PIQUE

 XS–5XL   XS–3XL

A stylish, well-cut pique shirt in GOTS certified 

100% organic cotton fibre. Stretch tape in matching 

colour on neck and side slits for optimal fit. 

100% GOTS certified organic cotton fibre, 

200 GSM.

 Q-nr 344

   

TEXSTAR 
SUSTAINABLE 
GARMENT™
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PS04 / PSW4

PIQUE SHIRT

 S–7XL   XS–XXL

Stylish pique shirt that can take tough wear. 

With a mix of 50% cotton and 50% polyester, this 

garment is hardwearing, washable at 60°C, and has 

exceptional colour resistance. 

50% polyester, 50% cotton, Approx. 220 GSM.

 Q-nr 223
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Sweatshirts
It feels great to put on a sweatshirt in the morning.
It looks good and feels soft and comfortable – and
when you need to focus on your job, the hood is useful
for screening off distractions.
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HC09 / WC09

HOODED CARDIGAN

 XS–4XL   XS–XXL

A really comfortable hoodie with large cuffs and 

a distinctive chest pocket with a chunky zip and 

stylish puller.

80% cotton, 20% polyester, 325 GSM.

 Q-nr 264

   

HC03 / WC03

HOODED CARDIGAN

 XS–4XL   XS–XXL

High-collared hoodie with exceptional quality that 

you can both see and feel. Simple design with extra 

wide ribbing for people with active jobs.

60% cotton, 40% polyester, approx. 300 GSM.

 Q-nr 130

     

HC04 / WC04

CITY CARDIGAN

 XS–4XL   XS–XXL

This is your ideal cardigan if you want the same 

comfortable collar as a hoodie but without the 

hood. Practical details including concealed 

pockets. 

60% cotton, 40% polyester, Approx. 300 GSM.

 Q-nr 130

     

HS02 

HOODED SWEATSHIRT

 XS–5XL 

Hoodie in our best-selling fabric which retains 

its colour and shape extremely well. The simple 

design is enhanced by a comfortable hood and 

concealed side pockets. Extra wide cuffs keep the 

garment in place even if you move around a lot.

60% cotton, 40% polyester, approx. 300 GSM.

 Q-nr 130

  

NEW
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FJ68 / WJ68

TEAM JACKET

 S–4XL   XS–XXL

Solid-coloured jacket with attractive seams in a 

contrasting colour and a brushed interior. Diagonal 

side seams accentuate the two side pockets. 

100% polyester, 230 GSM.

 Q-nr 243
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SW09 / SWW9

CREW CARDIGAN

 XS–5XL   XS–XXL

Slightly longer, fitted design with attractive details. 

Concealed zipped side pockets. Practical pocket 

with pen holder on left sleeve. 

60% cotton, 40% polyester, 350 GSM.

 Q-nr 112
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SW14

CREW T-NECK

 XS–4XL

Comfortable sweater with a looped interior that 

improves air circulation to keep you fresh and cool.

60% cotton, 40% polyester, approx. 260 GSM.  

High colour resistance.

 Q-nr 181

     

SW17

CREW NECK SWEATER

 XS–5XL

Crew neck sweatshirt with fitted design. With soft 

French terry inside for high comfort and durability.

80% cotton, 20% polyester, French Terry, Oeko-Tex 

Standard 100, 280 GSM. Wash 60°.

 Q-nr 363

   

SW13

CREW SWEATSHIRT

 XS–4XL

Cool, breathable sweatshirt with knitted detailing 

at the neck, a fitted cut and extra long cuffs. 

60% cotton, 40% polyester, approx. 260 GSM. High 

colour resistance.

 Q-nr 181

     

SW18

CREW HALF ZIP SWEATER

 XS–5XL

Trendy fitted cut, comfortable high, zipped collar. 

Soft and cosy with French terry on the inside, cuffs 

in a matching colour and a taped neck.

80 % cotton, 20 % polyester, French Terry,  

Oeko-Tex Standard 100, 280 GSM. Wash 60°.

 Q-nr 363
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Shirts
A shirt has to be comfortable to wear. If it’s not, it shows 
immediately. Texstar shirts are always comfortable to 
wear. They’re perfect for looking smart when you need to, 
and can easily be dressed down for a casual Friday look.
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SH19 / WS19

DRESS SHIRT

 XS–7XL   XS–XXL

Fitted shirt with a modern business look. A mix of 

polyester and cotton makes it hardwearing, very 

easy to care for and washable at 60°C. 

65% polyester, 35% cotton, 145 GSM.

 Q-nr 247
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SH16

SERVICE SHIRT

 XS–4XL 

Made of comfortable lightweight fabric, with 

concealed buttons for an elegant look. High colour 

resistance, washable at 85°C. 

Poplin 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 160 GSM.

 Q-nr 228

   

SH20 / WS20

DRESS SHIRT SHORT SLEEVE

 XS–7XL   XS–XXL

A short-sleeved, fitted shirt in a mix of polyester 

and cotton that is easy to care for. Attractive 

design, washable at 60°C.

65% polyester, 35% cotton, 145 GSM.

 Q-nr 247

   

SH26 / WS26

CONTEMPORARY SHIRT

 XS–3XL   XS–XXL

A well-designed shirt that exudes quality. You’ll 

look equally well-dressed with or without a tie. A 

shirt you’ll wear and enjoy for a long time.

60% cotton, 40% polyester, 150 GSM.

 Q-nr 332

  

85
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Knitwear
Sometimes you need some extra warmth. When summer 
evenings start cooling down, an extra sweater is a welcome 
friend. Needless to say, our sweaters look great as well.
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PL06 / PW06

PULLOVER

 S–5XL   XS–3XL

Are you looking for that little extra? Trendy style, 

crew neck. Made of 100% pima cotton, which gives 

it an exclusive lustre. Wrinkle-resistant. A pullover 

you’ll enjoy for a long time.

100% pima cotton.

 Q-nr 240
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PL04 / PW04

PULLOVER V-RINGAD  

FIFTY-FIFTY

 S–3XL   XS–XXL

A thin, elegant pullover in a fashionable style. 

Made of 50% wool and 50% acrylic. The pullover is 

thin but still holds its shape.

50% wool, 50% acrylic.

 Q-nr 252

   End-of-line product

PL01 / PW01

PULLOVER V-RINGAD

 S–7XL   XS–XXL

A very comfortable knitted pullover in 100% 

cotton. Ideal for wearing over one of our shirts for 

an elegant, well-dressed look at work.

100% cotton.

 Q-nr 186

     

PL05 / PW05

PULLOVER

 S–3XL   XS–XXL

A comfortable 100% cotton crew neck pullover 

with a trendy fit. Holds its shape after washing.

100% cotton.

 Q-nr 186

     

Gray only women
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Suits
Classic elegance is always in style. A professional 
suit should fit perfectly, make the wearer feel well-
dressed, offer good freedom of movement and 
stand up to daily wear.
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VP04

TROUSER JASON

 C44-66, C146-164, D96-124  

Our new classic, elegant suit trousers for men have 

4-way stretch and are a joy to wear. Hardwearing, 

in wool and recycled polyester.

Outer fabric: 43 % wool, 53 % New Life recycled 

polyester, 4 % elastane. Lining 100 % polyester.

 Q-nr 280
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VJ04

JACKET JACOB

 44–64, 144–164, 92–120

Classic jacket with 4-way stretch in hardwearing 

wool and recycled polyester. Elegant two-button 

closure, chest pockets, front pockets and three 

inner pockets.

Outer fabric: 43 % wool, 53 % New Life recycled 

polyester, 4 % elastane. Lining 100 % polyester.

 Q-nr 280

   

VV04

VEST LEON

 XXS–6XL

 The Leon vest has 4-way stretch and is fully lined. 

Fabric on back for ease of movement. Adjustable at 

waist, chest pocket, two front pockets.

Outer fabric: 43 % wool, 53 % New Life recycled 

polyester, 4 % elastane. Lining 100 % polyester.

 Q-nr 280

   

From plastic
to perfection
Plastic is the main type of waste found in the world’s oceans, 

which are becoming dumping grounds at an ever faster rate 

with devastating consequences for marine life. Every year, 

increasingly vast quantities of plastic accumulate in the sea. 

This is something we can help to change.

The TAILOR’s REPEAT collection with NEWLIFE™ Recycled Polyester 
helps reduce environmental impact by making sustainable changes which 
involve taking greater product responsibility and producing clothes in a 
more eco-friendly and resource-saving way. The material in the REPEAT 
suit is a mixture of NEWLIFE polyester from recycled PET plastic bottles 
and virgin wool/Merino wool (mulesing-free) with elastane stretch for 
extra comfort. REPEAT garments are designed and made to last longer, 
thus prolonging their useful life and reducing environmental impact.

THE PROCESS

PLASTIC

GRANULATE

FIBRES

YARN

GARMENT
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WP19

SKIRT AGNES

 C32–54

Stylish pencil skirt in flexible 4-way stretch fabric 

for extra comfort and freedom of movement. The 

perfect skirt for wearing at work every day.

Outer fabric: 43% wool, 53% New Life recycled 

polyester, 4% elastane. 100% polyester lining.

 Q-nr 280

   

VP14

TROUSER MIKA

 C32–54

Hardwearing, in wool and recycled polyester. Mika 

trousers are lined at the knees and follow your 

movements, offering high comfort.

Outer fabric: 43 % wool, 53 % New Life recycled 

polyester, 4 % elastane. Lining 100 % polyester.

 Q-nr 280

   

VV14

VEST ELLIE

 C32–54

The Ellie vest is fully lined. Made of wool and 

recycled polyester, with fabric on back for ease of 

movement. Adjustable at waist.

Outer fabric: 43 % wool, 53 % New Life recycled 

polyester, 4 % elastane. Lining 100 % polyester.

 Q-nr 280

   

1660

BLOUSE SANNA 

 C30–52

Classic short-sleeved women’s blouse with zip and 

button fastening at the back. A good alternative to 

a shirt when you want to cut a stylish figure.

100% polyester.

 Q-nr 4964

  

WD19

DRESS JANET

 C32–54

Fitted dress with belt in hardwearing material with 

two-way stretch. Fully lined, short sleeves, L-shaped 

pockets, machine washable. 

Outer fabric: 43 % wool, 53 % New Life recycled 

polyester, 4 % elastane. Lining 100 % polyester.

 Q-nr 280
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VJ14

JACKET DIXIE

 C32–54

Our new classic and elegant suit with 4-way 

stretch. Hardwearing, in wool and recycled 

polyester. The Dixie jacket has an elegant two-

button closure and double vents. 

Outer fabric: 43 % wool, 53 % New Life recycled 

polyester, 4 % elastane. Lining 100 % polyester.

 Q-nr 280
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Softshell 
+ Fleece
If your job involves alternating a lot between indoors 
and out, for instance if you’re a sales rep or a driver, 
it can be bothersome to have to constantly get in and 
out of your jacket. A softshell is the perfect solution.
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FV79 / WV79

SOFTSHELL VEST

 XS–5XL   XS–XXL

Warm softshell vest with a comfortable, trendy, 

slightly longer fit and a high collar. Two zipped side 

pockets and a hidden D-ring in the right pocket.

100% polyester, 230 GSM.

 Q-nr 312

   

FJ79 / WJ79

SOFTSHELL JACKET

 XS–7XL   XS–XXL

Comfortable 2-layer jacket with a slightly higher 

collar, an interior pocket and two side pockets with 

zip fastenings, with a D-ring on the chest.

100% polyester, 230 GSM with mesh lining.

 Q-nr 312

   

FJ80 / WJ80

SOFTSHELL JACKET 3L

 XS–7XL   XS–XXL

 8 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h

Our fantastic new 3-layer softshell jacket is 

wind- and water-resistant, making it perfect for 

days when a little more endurance is called for. 

Detachable and adjustable hood. Zip under sleeves 

for extra ventilation. Chest pocket on right side 

with a D-ring. Zipped pocket on left sleeve. 

92% polyester, 8% Lycra, PTU film with mesh lining 

260 GSM.

 Q-nr 313

   

Find your favourite 
in our Softshell range

L I G H T

Some say it’s a warm layer worn outside their shirt. Others say the most important garment 

is one that keeps out the wind. Softshell is the go-to favourite for most people – whether they 

work indoors, outdoors, in the heat, or in the cold.

We have designed the perfect softshell series that has something for everyone. From the 

lightweight vest on the trade fair floor to the lined jacket designed for our raw Nordic climate.

Discover the whole product family at texstar.se/en.

SOFTSHELL

P R E M I U M
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Don’t miss our 
Winter Softshell 
FJ94 on page 78.

MORE

Our new, comfortably lined softshell jacket is wind- and 

water-resistant, making it perfect for cold weather.

 8 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h
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FJ58 / WJ58

SOFTSHELL JACKET FLEXIBLE

 S–3XL   XS–XXL

 10 000 mm   6 000 g/m2/24h

Thin, flexible 3-layer softshell jacket for people 

whose jobs require high mobility. Reinforced with a 

wind- and water-resistant membrane. 

Three layers - stretch in 100% polyester PTFE 

membrane.

 Q-nr 246

  End-of-line product

FJ66

PILE JACKET

 XXS–4XL

A comfortable jacket with pile interior. It has an 

elegant knitted exterior and stretch panels on 

shoulders, upper arms and between shoulders.

100 % polyester, 450 GSM.

 Q-nr 148

  

FJ36 / WJ36

LIGHT FLEECE

 S–3XL   XS–XXL

Very comfortable microfleece jacket. Ideal as a 

second layer. Fitted cut and a zip that fastens all 

the way up to the collar.

100% polyester microfleece, 180 GSM.

 Q-nr 206
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FJ46 / WJ46

FLEECE JACKET STRETCH

 S–3XL   XS–XXL

 3 000 mm   8 000 g/m2/24h

One of our big sellers, ideal as a second layer. A 

special fleece membrane makes this jacket flexible 

and comfortable with unique stretch. Easy to care 

for and comfortable with plenty of character.

100% polyester, three layers, 280 GSM.

 Q-nr 191

     Gray only women
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Unlined 
Jackets
Unlined jackets are easy to love. They’re versatile, 
they look great and they shield you from bad weather. 
And if it gets chilly, just add a fleece underneath.
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FV74 / WV74

HYBRID VEST

 XS–5XL   XXS–3XL

This popular vest is comfortable to wear on its own 

or as an extra layer under our jackets. It meets strict 

Bluesign© environmental standards and is certified 

under Oeko-Tex Standard 100.

Outer fabric 100% polyester, (Bluesign): Fleece 

100% polyester, (Bluesign): Lightweight padding 

Du Pont recycled polyester.

 Q-nr 366
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FJ70

LIGHT SHELL JACKET

 XS–4XL

A thin, flexible shell jacket with stylish protective 

yokes over shoulders and chest. With soft poly 

fleece inside neckband.

100% polyester, 75 GSM. Inner lining: mesh.

 Q-nr 274

 

FJ63 / WJ63

BOMBER JACKET

 S–4XL   XS–XXL

Trendy bomber jacket with lightweight lining in 

matt cotton and nylon fabric. Attractive details, 

two side pockets and one zipped interior pocket.

60% cotton, 40% nylon, leather puller.

 Q-nr 266

FJ93

HOODED HYBRID JACKET

 XXS–5XL

Flexible work jacket with excellent freedom of move-

ment. It has an attractive hood and is suitable both as 

a light jacket and as part of a multi-layer system.

Outer fabric 100% polyester, Bluesign certified. 

Lightweight padding 60 GSM 100% polyester 

recycled padding.

 Q-nr 366

  

FJ74 / WJ74

HYBRID JACKET

 XS–5XL   XS–3XL

Trendy lightweight jacket with comfortable 

padding that meets strict Bluesign© 

environmental standards and is certified under 

Oeko-Tex Standard 100. 

Outer fabric 100% polyester, (Bluesign): Fleece 

100% polyester, (Bluesign): Lightweight padding  

Du Pont recycled polyester.

 Q-nr 366
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FJ67

LONG JACKET

 XS–5XL  

 3 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h

A long, versatile shell jacket with a fashionable  

fit and design. An ideal choice for rainy and windy 

weather.

Waterproof and breathable, 100% nylon, 180 GSM. 

100% polyester lining 70 GSM and 100% polyester/

mesh lining 70 GSM.

 Q-nr 185

FJ71

SHELL JACKET

 XXS–5XL

 3 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h

A light, comfortable shell jacket that can take 

tough wear. It has taped seams, a practical hood,  

a chest pocket and two side pockets.

100% polyester.

 Q-nr 283

FJ60

MID SEASON JACKET

 XXS–4XL

 5 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h

Two-layer softshell jacket in wind- and water-

resistant material with an attractive design and 

fashionable fit. 

100% polyester exterior, 100% polyester interior.

 Q-nr 251

    End-of-line product

FJ81

QUILTED JACKET

 XS–5XL

A stylish black quilted jacket with black corduroy 

details. It has two pockets with snap fasteners, thin 

lining and a water-resistant surface.

100% polyester, 150 GSM.

 Q-nr 274

End-of-line product
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FJ89 / WJ89

SHELL JACKET

 XS–7XL   XS–3XL

 10 000 mm   10 000 g/m2/24h

Windproof and waterproof shell jacket with taped 

seams that protect you from the elements. A trendy, 

stylish shell jacket with printed reflectors on the 

back, hood and ends of sleeves. Detachable hood 

with adjustment at back and elastic at front.

100% polyester with CO DWR-coating. Mesh 

lining in back, 100% polyester lining in sleeve  

and front.

 Q-nr 382

 

NEW
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Lined 
Jackets
Cool details can transform a jacket Pockets 
and lined collars are practical – but if the 
pockets are also taped, it really lifts the look.
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FJ94 / WJ94

WINTER SOFTSHELL

 XXS–7XL   XS–3XL

 8 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h

Our new, comfortably lined softshell jacket is 

wind- and water-resistant, making it perfect for 

cold weather. The removable hood protects against 

cold temperatures and is adjustable at the front 

and back. Reflective piping on hood, sleeves, above 

pockets and on back. Two side pockets, zipped 

chest pocket on the right. Zipped inner pocket.

Fabric – 100% polyester 2L with TPU membrane. 

Outer fabric 92% polyester, 8% Lycra. Recycled 

Sorona padding 100 GSM. 100% polyester lining.

 Q-nr 378

   Only red in XXS

NEW
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FJ61 / WJ61

WINTER DOWN JACKET

 XXS–4XL   XS–XXL

 3 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h

Lined down jacket with attractive contrasting 

yoke over chest, shoulders and upper back – well-

cut to suit both men and women.

Main fabric: 100% polyester. Yoke: 100% nylon. 

Filling: 90% down, 10% feathers.

 Q-nr 267

 

FV61

WINTER DOWN VEST

 XXS–4XL

 3 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h

Well-cut down vest with attractive contrasting 

yoke over chest, shoulders and upper back. Stylish 

double chest pockets.

Main fabric: 100% polyester. Yoke: 100% nylon. 

Filling: 90% down, 10% feathers.

 Q-nr 267

FJ64

WINTER JACKET

 S–4XL

 3 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h

A new stylish, robust, hardwearing winter jacket 

that keeps you warm on cold winter days. Our new 

winter jacket is made of a lightweight, insulating, 

technical material that will make your winter more 

comfortable. The jacket has two chest pockets, 

inside pockets and an elongated back. A versatile 

jacket that suits almost everyone! Customise it with 

an embroidered design to promote your image.

100 % polyester, 400 GSM. 

 Q-nr 265

  

FJ65 / WJ65

WINTER JACKET LONG

 S–4XL   XS–XXL

 3 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h

A robust parka made of great new material that 

keeps you warm on cold, windy days. The women’s 

version has an attractive fitted shape.

100% polyester, 160 GSM.

 Q-nr 265

   Red end-of-line
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FJ90

SERVICE WINTER JACKET

 XXS–7XL

 5 000 mm   5 000 g/m2/24h

Our new, soft, practical Service Winter Jacket is 

perfect if you work outdoors and need a warm, 

well-designed work jacket. Made of breathable 

waterproof material.

Outer fabric 100% polyester. Inner fabric 100% 

polyester. Lining 100% recycled Sorona padding, 

polyester 80 GSM.

 Q-nr 333

 

FJ53

NORTH JACKET

 XXS–4XL

An attractive, trendy, lightweight jacket that 

stretches at the sides for extra freedom of move-

ment. It has a snug fit and many smart pockets, a 

hood inside the collar and an elongated back. 

100% nylon, 100% polyester lining, 200 GSM.

 Q-nr 238
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FJ76

WINTER JACKET BASE

 XXS–4XL

This stylish jacket is made of hardwearing material 

that is wind- and water-resistant. It has two zipped 

side pockets and one inner pocket.

100 % nylon.

 Q-nr 289
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Hi-Vis Clothing
It’s smart to be visible. Texstar’s hi-vis clothing keeps
you visible in vulnerable work settings. The garments
confirm to the international EN ISO 20471 standard for
high visibility workwear.
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Hi-Vis
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Combined certification for enhanced visibility

All garments certified according to EN ISO 20471 are divided 
into three safety classes: 1–3. Different safety classes can be 
achieved through a combination of different garments. This 
is known as combined certification. A garment’s safety class 
depends on the size of the retroreflective and fluorescent areas.
 Texstar Hi-Vis is classified according to this system. The 
table shows the minimum areas required in order to be 
approved under the standard. Contact us to find out more 
about Texstar Hi-Vis and the maximum size your printed and 
embroidered applications can be in order to remain compliant 
with a given safety class.

Minimum area required for compliance with the safety classes according

to EN ISO 20471.

Make sure you and your colleagues are always visible. Texstar’s Hi-Vis collection

keeps you visible in vulnerable work settings and all light conditions.

Texstar Hi-Vis  
makes you shine

Material Fluorescent (m²) Retroreflective (m²)

1  Class 1 0,14 0,1

2  Class 2 0,5 0,13

3  Class 3 0,8 0,2

INFO

The importance of hi-vis clothing cannot 
be overstated in vulnerable work settings. 
You may be hard to see in dark or twilight 
conditions – and you shouldn’t take any 
chances. Make sure you wear the right 
type of hi-vis clothing for your job.
 It is crucial that the clothing fits well 
and is comfortable to wear, without
compromising on safety. Like all Texstar 
products, our Hi-Vis range of high 
visibility clothing is well-designed with 
smart details. This is important to us.

Visibility in all conditions
You might be especially hard to see in 
the dark and at twilight, particularly 

for people driving vehicles or operating 
mechanical equipment. But reduced 
visibility can also occur in daylight 
conditions.
 In such situations, it’s advisable to wear 
garments that make you more visible, 
with fluorescent colours in daylight 
conditions and reflectors that show up  
in headlights.

Hi-Vis 1.0 – a basic collection
Many of Texstar’s customers have 
requested high visibility products, so 
we’re now releasing the first part of our 
new Hi-Vis collection. The collection 
consists of five garments specially 

designed for the transport, staffing and 
construction sectors.

EN ISO 20471 – a uniform standard
The international EN ISO 20471:2013
standard imposes requirements for 
high visibility workwear. It is based 
on minimum areas of retroreflective, 
fluorescent and/or combined 
performance materials and how they 
should be positioned on workwear.
 Texstar Hi-Vis is based on this  
standard, and can be combined with  
other certified garments to achieve  
the required safety class.
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FJ86

HI-VIS SWEATSHIRT JACKET

 XS–5XL

2  Class 2

Trendy high-vis jacket in reversible fleece with 

brushed interior and smooth exterior, designed for 

high visibility in all light conditions. The jacket has 

cosy brushed lining all the way up to the top of the 

high collar. Zipped side pockets with mesh lining. 

Zipped chest pockets with ID card holder. The 

jacket is designed to withstand dirty conditions 

while maintaining its high-vis properties. Certified 

under Oeko-Tex Standard 100.

100% polyester. Material Oeko-Tex

standard 100.

 Q-nr 351

NEW
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PS22

VISIBLE PIQUE

 XS–5XL

Well-fitting pique shirt with high-vis colours on 

sleeves and shoulders for good visibility. With 

attractive cut. 

55 % cotton, 45 % polyester, 200 GSM. Material 

Oeko-Tex standard 100.

 Q-nr 350

SW19

HI-VIS SWEATSHIRT

 XS–M (class 2), L–5XL (class 3)

2  3  Class 2 & 3

Comfortable crew neck sweatshirt with a looped 

interior and a trendy feel. It has striped, printed 

reflectors for extra flexibility and black cuffs.

35% cotton, 65% polyester, 300 GSM.

 Q-nr 380

TS22

HI-VIS FUNCTIONAL T-SHIRT

 XS–5XL

1  Class 1

Stylish T-shirt, designed to provide protection in 

vulnerable work environments. High-vis colours 

and reflectors provide increased visibility. 

55 % cotton, 45 % polyester, 200 GSM. Material 

Oeko-Tex standard 100. Provides visibility in all 

light conditions according to EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

 Q-nr 350

TS23

HI-VIS T-SHIRT

 XS–M (class 2), L–5XL (class 3)

2  3  Class 2 & 3

A comfortable T-shirt with slightly shorter sleeves, 

made of antibacterial material with UV protection 

+40.

100% Polyester 160 GSM, anti smell treatment.

 Q-nr 375

NEW

NEW
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FUNCTIONAL
TROUSER

HI-VIS 
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FP47 / WP47

HI-VIS FUNCTIONAL TROUSER

 C44–C62, C146–C156, D84–D128

 C34–C50

1  Class 1

Durable, functional high-vis trousers in ripstop 

fabric. Designed for optimal fit and comfort 

with 4-way stretch at back for extra freedom 

of movement. The trousers are treated with a 

dirt-repellent, water-resistant finish to keep 

the garment clean while maintaining its high-vis 

properties.

HiVis yellow: 80% polyester/20% cot-ton, black 

Ribstop: 60% polyester/ 40% cotton. Material

Oeko-Tex standard 100.

 Q-nr 352

FUNCTIONAL
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FJ92

HI-VIS WINTER JACKET

 XS–M (class 2), L–5XL (class 3)

 10 000 mm   6 000 g/m2/24h

2  3  Class 2 & 3

A new winter favourite for staff who need high-vis 

workwear. The detachable hood provides comfort 

and protection from the elements. Waterproof and 

breathable, comfortable 100% polyester lining.

Hi-Vis yellow: Outer fabric 100% polyester, taped 

seams. Provides visibility in all light conditions 

according to EN ISO 20471, Class 3.



FJ88

HI-VIS FUNCTIONAL 

SHELL JACKET

 XS–5XL

 10 000 mm   10 000 g/m2/24h

2  Class 2

A lightweight, comfortable shell jacket. With taped 

seams and waterproof zip to protect against rain 

and stormy weather. Lined with mesh and polyester. 

Detachable hood with Velcro adjustment system.

Hi-Vis yellow: 100% polyester, black: 100% 

polyamide. Material Oeko-Tex standard 100. 

Aaccording to EN ISO 343:2019. Provides visibility in 

all light conditions according to EN ISO 20471, class 2.

 Q-nr 367

”CLOTHES 
WITH A 
PERFECT FIT 
FOR TOUGH 
CONDITIONS”

Read about why the traffic safety 
company Wopio chooses workwear 
from Texstar.

USERS

FP53 / WP53

HI-VIS TROUSER

 C44–C62, C146–C156, D84–D128 
 C34–C36 (class 1), C38–C50

1  2  Class 1 & 2

New service pants that withstands tough wear 

in most situations. With comfortable 4-way 

stretch that provides great fit without restricting 

movement. The detachable pouches and knee pad 

pockets are both reinforced with Cordura. Knife 

holder and pocket with ruler compartment on 

right leg. Zipped pocket on left leg.

Fabric 1 – 61% polyester / 39% Sorona (recycled 

polyester). Fabric 2 – 4-way stretch 91.5% 

polyamide / 8.5% spandex.

 Q-nr 377

NEW
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FJ87

HI-VIS SOFTSHELL CL3

 XS–M (class 2), L–5XL (class 3)

 8 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h

2  3  Class 2 & 3

A technical softshell jacket that is elongated at the 

back. Wind- and water-resistant, detachable hood. 

Handy features include practical pockets and inner 

pocket with ID card holder.

100% polyester

 Q-nr 378

NEW
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Security Guards
Security guards are frequently on the move – getting in and out of cars, doing rounds, 
responding to call-outs, or guarding entrances and specific locations where they 
represent their company. Wearing comfortable and practical work clothes makes the 
job a little easier. And of course, it’s an added plus if the clothes look good too. The 
Texstar Security collection for security personnel is specially designed to meet high
demands for comfort and good fit. And needless to say, they come in a wide range of 
sizes and in women’s and men’s cuts in line with the Texstar concept. Everyone should 
feel good wearing Texstar clothing.
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VP02 / VP12

BASE LAYER TROUSERS

 W26–W50, L30–L36  
 W25–W42, L30–L32

Sturdy trousers for guards with a stylish, 

fashionable design. Practical pockets and two 

larger pockets with under-flap zip, pre-shaped 

knees with pockets for inserting knee pads. 

50 % polyester, 50 % cotton, 310 GSM.

 Q-nr 244
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NEW

VP03

SECURITY TROUSERS

 W26–W50, L30–L36 

Security/dog handler trousers, in hardwearing 

material with a fashionable fit. The trousers have 

anti-slip tape inside the waistband and several prac-

tical pockets. Reinforced legs with internal pockets 

for knee pads and 27 cm zips at bottom of legs.

Canvas – 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 270 GSM.

 Q-nr 177
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VN01

NATO PULLOVER

 XXS–5XL

Comfortable crew neck pullover with ribbing at 

neck, cuffs and bottom edge. Chest pocket with 

flap, pen compartment on left sleeve. Reinforced 

shoulders and elbows.

50 % cotton, 50% polyester, 350 GSM.

 Q-nr 271

 

VN02

NATO SWEATER ZIP

 XXS–5XL

Stylish Nato pullover with zip and high collar. 

Ribbed cuffs and lower edge. Chest pocket with 

flap, pen compartment on left sleeve. Reinforced 

shoulders and elbows.

50 % cotton, 50 % polyester, 350 GSM.

 Q-nr 271

VP01 / VP11

SECURITY TROUSERS

 W26–W50, L30–L36  
 W25–W42, L30–L32

Security trousers, or dog handler trousers, in hard-

wearing material (warp-faced satin). Available for 

women and men, with a trendy and flattering fit.

50 % polyester, 50 % cotton, 310 GSM.

 Q-nr 244

 

VK01

SECURITY PIQUE SHIRT

 XXS–5XL

Trendy, well-fitting pique shirt with stylish collar 

that holds its shape. Reinforced shoulders, walk-

ie-talkie holder on left and right shoulder.

50 % polyester, 50 % cotton, 230 GSM.

 Q-nr 245
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VL01

PULLOVER

 XXS–5XL

Polo neck sweater in 100% cotton. Fine-ribbed 

polo neck and cuffs.

100 % cotton, 240 GSM.

 Q-nr 272

 

VS03 / VS13

LONG SLEEVED SHIRT

 S–5XL  XS–3XL

Classic shirt with long sleeves and a chest pocket. 

Shoulder tabs, walkie-talkie holder on left and right 

shoulder. Short-sleeved version (VS04/VS14).

97 % cotton, 3 % spandex, 160 GSM.

 Q-nr 239
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OA05

POLO NECK

 One size

Comfortable cowl that can be used instead of 

wearing a polo neck sweater.

100% cotton. Q-nr 286

VV02

REFLECTIVE VEST

 S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL/5XL

Yellow fitted high visibility vest for security  

guards and parking attendants. Walkie-talkie 

holder, black panel.

100 % polyester, 160 GSM.

 Q-nr 279

The following optional print will also be available:

1. SECURITY GUARD, 2. PARKING ATTENDANT, 

3. ATTENDANT

VJ01

SHELL JACKET

 XXS–5XL

 3 000 mm   3 000 g/m2/24h

Short, stylish shell jacket with walkie-talkie holder 

and name holder. Comes complete with Security 

patch with Velcro.

100 % polyester (ribbing), 175 GSM.

 Q-nr 273

 

Ideal for combining with our

Inner liner jacket OJ03.

OJ03

INNER LINER JACKET

 XXS–5XL

Ultra-comfortable, lightweight, warm inner liner 

jacket for cold days or evenings. Ideal for combining 

with our VJ01 shell jacket for added warmth.

100 % polyester, 160 GSM.

 Q-nr 274
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VA10

SUPPORT BELT

 S–XXL (59 cm–119 cm)

Support belt 80 mm, for improved ergonomics and 

comfort when you wear your equipment. For use in 

combination with VA01.

70% polyester, 30% pu. Q-nr 326

 

AK01

KNEE PADS

 One size

Practical knee pads. These knee pads allow full free-

dom of movement and fit the internal knee pockets 

in our OP02, OP12, VP02 and VP12 trousers.

100% cellular rubber. Q-nr 212

VA01

SECURITY BELT

 S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL

Security belt for personal equipment, 50 mm with 

3-point lock at front. Lined with soft fabric and 

Velcro to keep the belt in place.

60% polyester, 40% polyamide. Q-nr 319

 

VA02

CAP

 54/56, 60/62

Adjustable cap for security guards, parking  

attendants, etc.

67% polyester, 33% cotton. Q-nr 221

 

VA03

WINTER CAP

 54/56, 60/62

Lined winter cap with warm fleece inside ear flaps. 

The ear flaps can be folded inside the cap.

67% polyester, 33% cotton. Q-nr 221

 

VA04

KNITTED HAT

 One size

Warm cable knit hat with turned up edge.

50 % wool, 50 % acrylic. Q-nr 284
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Accessories
Customise your company jackets – our brightly coloured pullers 
lend distinctive character. A small detail that makes all the 
difference! Then add a matching belt. Perfect!
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US01

LIGHT WEIGHT UNDERWEAR

 XXS/XS, S/M, L/XL, XXL/3XL, 4XL/5XL

Attractive underwear made of technical fabric 

with few seams and a modern design. High comfort 

without chafing, effective moisture wicking 

function for optimal temperature regulation 

during low- to medium-intensity activity, in quick-

drying fabric to keep you warm and dry.

70 % polyester, 30 % polyamide withanti-odour 

bamboo charcoal.

 Q-nr 328
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AC16

HAT BEANIE DOUBLE CAP

 One size

New stylish knitted hat, ribbed for a snug fit in cold 

weather. An embroidered motif can easily be added.

93% acrylic, 6% spandex, 1% nylon.

 Q-nr 285

   

AC19

HAT RIBBED SOFT CAP

 One size

Our new Ribbed Soft Cap is made of GOTS 

certified 100% organic cotton fibre. It has a 

modern, trendy look with a double turned up edge. 

100 % GOTS certified organic cotton fibre, 5gg.

 Q-nr 348

    

AC12

HAT BEANIE

 One size

Hat in thin material with a slight stretch. Perfect for 

people who alternate between working indoors and 

outdoors. Ideal for customising.

95% cotton, 5% spandex.

 Q-nr 257

           

AC01

HAT

 One size

A thin thermal hat with a trendy look.

100 % acrylic. Q-nr 214

AC20

HEAVY RIB SOFT CAP

 One size

The new Heavy Rib Soft Cap has a contemporary, 

trendy look. It has a double turned up edge with a 

Texstar patch at centre front. 

100% polyacrylic

 Q-nr 403

   

AC21

FINE RIB SOFT CAP

 One size

The new Fine Rib Soft Cap has a contemporary, 

trendy look. It has a double turned up edge with  

a woven X label on the side. 

51% recycled polyester, 49% acrylic

 Q-nr 404

  

NEW NEW
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AB02

WAIST BELT ARMY

 One size (Can be shortened. Width 40 mm)

Traditional army belt with real metal buckle. 

Simple and stylish. Reversible, with or without 

logo.

70% polyester, 30% cotton. Q-nr 210

           

AP03

POUCH

 One size (2 pouches per pack)

Our practical detachable pouches are reinforced on 

the inside. They have a compartment for nails and 

six extra pockets.

 Q-nr 213

AP05

PULLERS

 One size (4 in same colour/pack)

Small details can make a big difference. Customise 

your garments and build corporate identity by 

adding decorative pullers.

70% polyester, 30% cotton. Q-nr 208

           

AK01

KNEE PADS

 One size

Practical knee pads. These knee pads allow full free-

dom of movement and fit the internal knee pockets 

in our OP02, OP12, VP02 and VP12 trousers.

100 % cellular rubber. Q-nr 212
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AB04

WAIST BELT STRETCH

 One size

Stretchy belt with Velcro adjustment. The buckle 

and other details are made of rubber to minimise 

risk of scratching. Ideal for delicate jobs, e.g. car 

manufacturing and reconditioning.

85 % polypropylen, 15 % elastic. Q-nr 219

 

AB03

LEATHER BELT

 One size (Can be shortened. Width 40 mm.)

An exclusive, top quality belt. Looks good with 

chinos and elegant outfits. You decide the length.

Leather. Q-nr 211

 

AB08

WOVEN BELT

 One size

Woven belt in recycled polyester with matt black 

metal buckle. Simple and stylish with a carved X 

logo and woven Texstar logo.

100% recycled polyester. Q-nr 412

 

NEW

AS01

TEXSTAR TUBE

 One size

Tube in soft, comfortable jersey with a printed  

X logo.

100% polyester Q-nr 413

 

NEW
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Care 
Instructions
All Texstar clothes are carefully tested and easy to care for. 

Follow the washing instructions to maximise the garment’s 

lifespan while caring for the environment:

•  Always sort clothing according to temperature and colour. Garments 
marked “Wash with similar colours” may run during washing and stain 
other clothing. This problem usually disappears after a few washes.

• Coloured garments should always be washed at the highest recommended 
 temperature for each garment.

• To protect zips, close them before washing.

• It is usually unnecessary to include a pre-wash in the washing cycle. Treat 
 stubborn stains with stain remover before washing.

• Coloured clothing should be washed with special detergent for coloured  
 fabrics to prevent fading. 

•  Dose the detergent according to the package instructions and your water 
hardness. Your local council can usually provide information on the water 
hardness in your area.

• Avoid detergents containing the bleaching agents sodium hypochlorite, 
 sodium perborate or sodium percarbonate.

• Also check that your detergent is appropriate for the temperature you are  
 washing at.

• Do not use fabric conditions.

•  Most clothes benefit from being hung up to dry. Always shake and stretch 
them out before hanging. This is particularly important for knitted materials.

•  If you choose to tumble dry clothing, stop before it is completely dry to 
prevent unnecessary shrinkage and wear.

CARE
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We offer a range of sizes to help you find the perfect size. When choosing a sweater or jacket, check

the size of garments you already own that fit you well. Then compare them to our tables to find your

size. Our trousers are sized in inches, not centilong. This is because we offer several fits for each size,

to help you find the perfect fit. Check your measurements to pick garments that will fit you like a

glove. It’s easy, really: all you need is a tape measure.

How to measure:

1  Chest

Measure around the fullest part of your chest.

2  Waist

Measure your waist at the height where you usually 

wear your jeans. Consider the type of jeans you usually 

wear: if they are low-waisted, measure lower down. If 

they are high-waisted, measure higher up. If you tend to 

wear your jeans at hip height, measure there.

  
3  Hip

Measure around the fullest part of your hip.

 
4  Inseam

When you measure the length of a pair of trousers, 

always measure the inseam (the inside part of the leg). 

The easiest way is to measure a pair of trousers that fit 

you well. Measure from the crotch down to the bottom 

of the leg.

     

Tip! If you own a pair of jeans that fit you well, you can 

check what size they are. Jeans sizes consist of two 

different measurements (in inches), like 30/32. The first 

number is the waist measurement, the second is the 

length measurement.

Size Guide 
– find your size

GUIDE

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4
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Men’s sizes – measurements

Waist size (inch) 27 28-29 30 31-32 33 34 36 38 40 44 46

Average waist (2) XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL 7XL

Height 176–182 cm C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54 C56 C58 C60 C62 C64

(1) Chest 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 138 144

(2) Waist 72 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 126 132

(3) Hip 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 136 142 148

(4) Inseam 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87

Larger waist (2) XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Height 170–174 cm D84 D88 D92 D96 D100 D104 D108 D112 D116 D120 D124 D128

(1) Chest 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128

(2) Waist 78 82 86 90 94 98 102 106 110 114 118 122

(3) Hip 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132

(4) Inseam 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82

Waist size (inch) XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Height 182–186 cm C146 C148 C150 C152 C154 C156

(1) Chest 92 96 100 104 108 112

(2) Waist 80 84 88 92 96 100

(3) Hip 96 100 104 108 112 116

(4) Inseam 84 85 86 87 88 89
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If you have a question about our sizes or if you’re unsure about the fit you need, please contact your local stockist.

Women’s sizes – measurements

Waist size (inch) 25 26–27 28 29–30 31 32–33 34 35–36 38 40 42

Average waist (2) XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

Height 164–172 cm C32 C34 C36 C38 C40 C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52

(1) Chest 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116

(2) Waist 60 64 68 72 76 80 84 88 92 96 100

(3) Hip 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124

(4) Inseam 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85

Measurement table – garments

Size Women Men Shirts Sweaters Hats Gloves

XS 32 44 35–36 3 53–54 6

S 34–36 46–48 37–38 4 55–56 7

M 38 48–50 39–40 5 57–58 8

L 40 52–54 41–42 6 59–60 9

XL 42 56–58 43–44 7 61–62 10

2XL 44 60–62 45–46 8 63–64 11
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List of products

TROUSERS

FP38/WP38 Duty Stretch Pants 26

FP37/WP37 Functional Stretch Pants 27

FP46/WP46 Service Pants 27

FP20/WP20 Duty Pocket Pants 27

FP33/WP33 Stretch Pants 27

FP25/WP25 Service Stretch Pants 27

VP03 Security trousers 27

FP49/WP49 Service Pants 28

FP51/WP51 Service Pants 4-ST 30

FP36/WP36 Chinos Pants 31

FP31/WP31 Light Service Pants 31

FP43/WP43 Tech Stretch Pants 31

FP34/WP34 Dress Pants Stretch 31

FP17/FPW1 Functional Duty Pants 32

FP35/WP35 Service Stretch Pocket Pants 32

FP27/WP27 Pocket Service Pants 32

FS12 Duty Stretch Shorts 33

FS33 Stretch Shorts 34

FS20 Service Shorts 34

FS11 Functional Light Shorts 34

FSW8 Functional Duty Shorts 34

FS18 Duty Stretch Pirate Pants 34

FS10 Functional Light 3/4 Pants 35

FS06 Functional Duty 3/4
 Pants 35

WP18 Women’s Stretch Skirt 35

T-SHIRT + PIQUE

TS13 Crew T-Shirt 38

WT24 Womens Crew T-shirt 38

TS20/WT20 T-shirt Function 38

TS19/WT19 Stretch Crew T-shirt 38

TS17/WT17 Stretch T-shirt Long Sleeve 38

TS18/WT18 Basic T-shirt 39

TS21/WT21 Eco Fusion T-shirt 40

PS07/PSW7 Stretch Pique Shirt 41

PS11/PW11 Stretch Pique Shirt 41

PS20/PW20 Polo Pique Function 41

PS03/PSW3 Pique Shirt 42

PS05/PSW5 Pique Shirt 42

PSW6 SH COOL Pique Shirt 42

PS21/PW21 Eco Fusion Pique 42

PS04/PSW4 Pique Shirt 43

SWEATSHIRT

HC03 / WC03 Hooded Cardigan 46

HC04 / WC04 City Cardigan 46

HC09 / WC09 Hooded Cardigan 46

HS02 Hooded Sweatshirt 46

FJ68 / WJ68 Team Jacket 47

SW09 / SWW9 Crew Cardigan 48

SW13 Crew Sweatshirt 49

SW14 Crew T-Neck 49

SW17 Crew Neck Sweater 49

SW18 Crew Half Zip Sweater 49

SHIRTS

SH19/WS19 Dress Shirt 52

SH16 Service Shirt 53

SH20/WS20 Dress Shirt Short Sleeve 53

SH26/WS26 Contemporary Shirt 53

KNITWEAR

PL06/PW06 Pullover 56

PL04/PW04 Pullover V-ringad (50/50) 57

PL01/PW01 Pullover V-ringad 57

PL05/PW05 Pullover 57

SUITS

VP04 Men’s Elegant Suit, Jason 60

VV04 Men’s Elegant Suit, Leon 61

VJ04 Men’s Elegant Suit, Jacob 61

VV14 Women’s Elegant Suit, Ellie 62

WP19 Skirt Agnes 62

VP14 Women’s Elegant Suit, Mika 62

WD19 Dress Janet 62

1660 Blouse Sanna 62

VJ14 Women’s Elegant Suit, Dixie 63

SOFTSHELL

FV79/WV79 Softshell Vest 66

FJ79/WJ79 Softshell Jacket 66

FJ80/WJ80 Softshell Jacket 3-L 66

FJ58/WJ58 Softshell Jacket Flexible 68

FLEECE

FJ36/WJ36 Light Fleece 68

FJ66 Pile Jacket 68

FJ46/WJ46 Fleece Jacket Stretch 69

UNLINED JACKETS

FV74/WV74 Hybrid Vest 72

FJ93 Hooded Hybrid Jacket 73

FJ70 Light Shell Jacket 73

FJ63/WJ63 Bomber Jacket 73

FJ74/WJ74 Hybrid Jacket 73

FJ60 Mid Season Jacket 74

FJ67 Long Jacket 74

FJ71 Shell Jacket 74

FJ81 Quilted Jacket 74

FJ89/WJ89 Shell Jacket 75

LINED JACKETS

FJ94/WJ94 Winter Softshell 78

FV61 Winter Down Vest 79

FJ61/WJ61 Winter Down Jacket 79

FJ65/WJ65 Winter Jacket Long 79

FJ64 Winter Jacket 79

FJ90 Service Winter Jacket 80

FJ53 North Jacket 80

FJ76 Winter Jacket Base 81

HIGH VISIBILITY

FJ86 Hi-Vis Functional Fleece 86

TS22 Hi-Vis Functional T-shirt 87

PS22 Hi-Vis Functional Pique 87

SW19 Hi-Vis Sweatshirt 87

TS23 Hi-Vis T-shirt 87

FP47/WP47 Hi-Vis Functional Trouser 88

FJ88 Hi-Vis Functional Shell Jacket 90

FJ92 Hi-Vis Winter Jacket 90

FP53/WP53 Hi-Vis Trouser 90

FJ87 Hi-Vis Softshell CL3 91

Retailers have a right to set their own prices. Texstar reserves the right to change the prices at any time. We make reservation for prior orders and selling out
of goods. Because Texstar is continuously developing its products, slight variations may occur between depicted products and actual products. We accept no
responsibility for printing errors and colour discrepancies between depicted and actual products.
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SECURITY GUARDS

VP02/VP12 Base layer trousers 94

VP03 Security trousers 95

VP01/VP11 Security trousers 96

VN01 Nato Pullover 96

VK01 Security pique shirt 96

VN02 Nato Sweater Zip 96

VS03/VS13 Long sleeved shirt 97

VL01 Pullover 97

VV02 Reflective vest 98

OJ03 Inner Liner Jacket 98

OA05 Polo neck 98

VJ01 Shell jacket 98

VA01 Security belt 99

VA10 Support belt 99

AK01 Knee Pads 99

VA02 Cap 99

VA03 Winter cap 99

VA04 Knitted hat 99

ACCESSORIES

US01 Light Weight Underwear 102

AC16 Hat Beanie Double Cap 103

AC12 Hat Beanie 103

AC01 Hat 103

AC19 Hat Ribbed Soft Cap 103

AC20 Heavy Rib Soft Cap 103

AC21 Fine Rib Soft Cap 103

AP03 Pouch 104

AK01 Knee Pads 104

AP05 Pullers 104

AB02 Waist belt Army 104

AB03 Leather belt 105

AB04 Waist belt Stretch 105

AB08 Woven Belt 105

AS01 Texstar Tube 105
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